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Panel To Choose
Miss BAM Friday
Nine ASC coeds will compete
Friday night, November I, for
the title of Miss BAM of 1975.
Sponsored by the Armsjrong
chapter of the Black American
Movement, the contest will be
held in the Memorial Student
Center and Will begin at 8 p.m.
Miss

BAM

hopefuls

will

compete
in talent,
gown,
sportswear,
and personality
divisions for a variety of prizes
including
an educational

scholarship

Co-ordinatorBruce Wa5hiRgton and Veronica Baxter rehearse contestant Sandra Ellison
for the Miss BAM Pageant.

ASC Cafeteria Same Quality At Higher Prices
Inflation and higher prices are
affectingeveryone. Food prices,
especially,continue to climb. If
you think that you have trouble
follOWingyour budget, consider
the problems that confront the
Armstrong cafeteria. It serves
approximately 700 meals each
day. To learn more about the
effects of inflation
on the
cafeteria, Inkwell interviewed
Mr. Thomas Nease, the manager
of the student center.
Mr. Nease said that prices
have risen reeen tly on many
tnajor items. He cited sugar. hot
dog and hamburger
rolls,
spaghetti, and tomato products
as items that have doubled in
price. He said that meat was the
first thing to go up, but it has

Since

decreased

somewhat

in

Price.
Several major

changes

been implemented

have

to help

alleViate the problem of rising
prices. One major
change
InclUdes cutting down on the

nUmber of personnel
~afeteria.
This

in the
has

InConvenienced

people,

some

but \t has helped prevent raising
the price of certain foods.
Mr. Nease emphasized the
POint that he has not been using
Cheaperfoods to help cope with
the situation. He said, however,

that certain foods (ie: roast
beet) are not being served as
Often as they were in the past.
lhe cafeteria operates on a

and a year's free

admission
concerts.

to

Five

community

representing
function

Civic

Center

leaders

diverse fields will

as judges of the event:

Reverend Arthur D. Sims, school
principle
Mrs. Priscilla D.
Thomas,

cosmetologist

Miss

"certain margin of profit", and
,roast beef and certain other
foods simply are not feasible to'
serve.
Mr. Nease commented that
"some things just keep going
tip", and that "there is no way
to absorb rising prices". He said
that he must sell each item for
twice the amount it costs him to
make. Restaurants sell their food
for about three times its original
cost. Armstrong, commented
because

of

Mr. Tommy Lester will setve
as Master of Ceremonies at the

pageant, which is being held in
advance
of other
activities
scheduled
for an upcoming
Afro-American Awareness Week

at Armstrong.
Contestants competing for
this
year's post as BAM
ambassador-at-large are: Eleanor
Allen,
Karen Boles, Sandra
Ellison, Eunice Gillis, Debra
Harris, Beverly Jenkins, Maria
, Myers, and Barbara Parker.

In an address to ASC students

Monday,

Republican

Gubernatorial candidate, Ronnie
Thompson cited inflation as the
major issue affecting the Georgia
Governor's race.

it pays no
Attributing the blame for mgn
cost of produce and services to
unjust past operations of the
Georgia
"political
establishment," Thompson raised such
questions as: "Why do Georgia
light bills cost twice as much as

cups that are used for iced tea

last year when people

Offering his record of seven
years
of administrative.
experience as Mayor of Macon and
his four years of participation in
the Macon City Council
as
credentials for election to the
governor's
office,
Thompson
further stated that improvement
of Georgia's educational facilites
would be of prime importance in
his administration. Stating that
"being number one crime-wise
and number 49 educationally is
related," candidate Thompson
also indicated he would not

The only increase

Nease
said that customers
should expect future increases in

prices because he bought some
i te ms before they went up.
When the supply of these

support legislation for the con-

new ones

must be bought at an increased
price.

aren't

using as much electricity?"

expected this year will be in the
labor force.

is exhausted

category

competition.

last

have gone from $19.00 to
$40.00 a case in the past year.
The price of paper plates has
also dou bled. He admitted that
"some prices would have to be .
raised" because there is no way
to get more money to cover
losses due to inflation. The
business
office sets up the
budget
which has not been
increased to cover the costs of

products

on a ten point scale

each

Addresses
Students

According
to Mr. Nease,
"paper products have gone up
more than anything eise". The

rising prices.

contestants

for

1hompson

Nease, has an advantage over
restaurants
rent.

Gussie Bennett, radio announcer

,Mr. Don Whimples, and Director
of "Ebony Scene" Mr. Jimmy
Williams.
Judges
will rate

Battling rising costs and student .impatience ASC C/lfeteria workers
put the bite on local hunger.
Staff Photo

struction of the expensive
prison facilities.

new
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By an unanimous vote, both
House and Senate October 10
approved a new compromise bill
raising GI educational benefits
23%, retroactive to Sept. I. The
bill (HR 12628) now goes to the
White House. The measure also
establishes a new loan program
for veterans to supplement their
benefits, and increases veterans'
entitlement from the present 36
to 4S months of benefi ts, with
the extra months usable only for
undergraduate study.
Under the measure,
the
monthly benefit for a Veteran
studying fuO time would be
increased from $220 to $270,
while the rate for a Veteran with
one dependent would rise from
$261 to $321, and the rate for a
Veteran with two dependents
from
$298
to
$366.
Proportionate increases will go
to
veterans
stu dying
three-quarter and half time.

IF YORE INGLESH
AIN'T SO GUD •••
Stu de n ts can receive free
t U t o r in g in reading
and
vocabulary enhancement from
Mrs. Marilyn Cook in Room 208
of the Memorial Student Center.
Mrs. Cook is on duty from 3 to
S p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays.
ELECflONS TODAY
SGA elections are being held
today
and tomorrow
for
History, Political Science and
Freshman Senators. Vote NOW
for the candidate
of your
choice!

VICTIMIZED VEHICULARL Y?
SEE TIlE
TRAFFIC COMMITfEE
The ASC Traffic Committee,
composed of three students and
two faculty members, wants to
point out a few traffic rules for
your benefit to save some hassle:
I. All vehicles parked in
student
spaces
must
be
registered and must display the
proper decal. Lack of a sticker
will net you a $2 parking fine.
Decals are obtained in the office
of Operations and Security,
directly across from the gym.
2. Visitor spaces are reserved

exclusively
for vehicles ,of
. visitors without decals.
3. Parking isn't permitted at
red curbs- these are fire lanes.
4. If you think a ticket was
unfairly assigned to you, you
may appeal the charge every
Friday at 10:30 a.m. in the
Senate Room on the second
floor of the Memorial Student
Center.
If the Committee's
decision isn't acceptable to you,
an appeal on the ticket can be
made to the Dean of Students or
to President Ashmore. Carol
McCorkle, Mark Worsham, and
Becky Camp are your student
representatives on the Traffic
Committee - See them or your
student handbook for further
information
on ASC traffic
regulations.

A PERIODIC CHART HAS
N01HING TO 00 WITH
FAMILY PLANNING
The ASC Chapter of the
American Chemical Society is
offering
a. free chemistry
tutoring service to aD students
enrolled in Freshman Chemistry
128 or NUrsing Chemistry. If
you need help with either of
these two courses, contact ACS
President Nick Rimedio or your
chemistry professor.
TODAY THE HONOR

COUNCIL, TOMORROW
TIlE SUPREME COURT
Any student interested in
being considered for a position
on the ASC Honor Council
should go by the Student Affairs
o ffice in the Administration
Building
and pick up an
application. .

ASC STUDENTS JAILED
Dr. William Megathlin's
Correctional Class was given the
opportunity of being one of the
first groups in the community to
receive a tour of Savannah's law

enforcement agencies.
The coed class visited the
detention areas of both the city
and county agenctes. The tour
began at the City Jail where the
students
also observed the
commUnication system of the
Sav~ah Police Department.

A Students Guide To The Depression

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 __
Send now for latest catalog. E
dose $2.00 to cover retum post

....

57

ESSAY SERVICES
SpadiNi Ave., SUite #208

Toronto. Ontarto. Qmada
(4181 381 8548
Our research 66fYicIJ i.wid
for ffl6t!!eTCh auJstMCe only.

Remember the '30's: Rudy
Vallee, nickel apples, bread lines,
the Dust Bowl and the WPA?
Those too young to experience
that riotous era have another
chance: some economists
are
predicting a return engagement
of the Great Depression.
The chorus of doomsday
predictions has swollen. "The
1970's will go down as the
second great watershed," warns
economist Henry Brandon. "The
worst crisis since 1931," predicts
Alan Day of the London School
of Economics. "Nixon left the
economy in a shambles and in
my book, the country is facing
the worst depression since the
1930's," echoes labor leader
George Meany.
Even the conservative Wall
Street Journal has joined the
act: "The government may be
facing a choice
between a

jobs hard _to come by. When 100
jobs opened recently for firemen
in Los Angeles, for instance,
1000 applicants showed up.
The worst off~ of course, are
the poor. Unemployment
for
blacks . as usual much higher
than
whiles
. is 9.8% as
compared with 9.2% a year ago.
Food
prices,
which take a
comparatively larger bite from
the
welfare
mother's
pocketbook
than from the
suburban
matron,
are
skyrocketing:
rice is up 90%,
sugar 132%, bread 27% and milk
20% from a year ago.
Yet there are winners in
depression times. Entertainment
thrives as people try to forget
their troubles. Movie receipts are
up nearly 28% this year with
only 8% coming from higher
ticket prices.

depression.

Coin
dealers are profiting
from people who have lost their
confidence in paper currency
and are buying up silver and
gold; pawnbrokers are doing a.

. .or an annual

inflation rate of 30% or 40%."
Several important indicators
of the US economy have been
flashing
some very gloomy
signals. Wholesale prices leaped a
frightening
3.9% in August
alone, reports Ne~,
the
second biggest one-men th rise in
28 years. On top of a 3.7% surge
in July, it was a sure omen of
more explosive
inflation in
consumer

brisk trade. BiCYcle
salessoar.
gasoline-gluttonessi carsare left
behind in drivewaYlSeWing
machines
and jeans are b~
seDers: CO~rare ewrnm~ill
Levi Strauss have dOUbled
(to
$650 million)in fouryears.

New Tjmes magaZine
envisions the nationalgrowth ill
a ba c k-t o-earry,
ecology
conscious Hfe style: "What a
vindication it wouldbe for the
WhoIe Earth Catalog!"
Pain ling a cozy _e 01
economic
crisis, New TIDIes
rejoices: "The depression as
World War II revisited - it just
might work. Think of it: our
d r u g-crazed boys are coming
home!
Nympho daughters
talking of marriage aodlearning
how to type! Wholefsmilies
plucking
berries while Mom
washes out the canning jan!
President
Ford reading
uBlondie" to us on prime-time
TV!"
. Ab, the happy dsys of the
New Depression.

prices.

II> the past year, the housing
industry has suffered 'a 38%
drop; industrial production
is
now almost 2% lower than last
October,
when the Arab
embargo started.
President Ford's Board of ~~
Economists has predicted that
inflation will be running at or
above 8% through next year, and
unemployment will reach 6.5%
by next summer.
Still, the government flatly
denies
the advent
of a
de pression, speaks in hushed
tones of a recession, and admits
only that "we do have an
economic problem,"
Certainly, the middle class is
already feeling the crunch of an
economic
bur d.e n , The
depression
in the housing
industry
means that many
people who want to buy a house
now find that it is beyond their'
means. Time magazine reports'
that the median price of new
houses in the US has jumped to
$35,000
and mortgage rates
hover near 10%.
Those who have jobs are
hanging onto them. Not many
want to risk a career transfer and
the resulting loss in seniority.
Those who are not so lucky find

...

roa_"'''''''_'''I101 __ '' __ ''''''''''''''''''''''''f

CORRECTiONS
The photos of the two new members of lb. Library staff
were reversed for some reason by our old printers.1say old
because they !me been fired. We now have s much more
reliable printer, I hnpe. Dr. jOhn and the Steam~t wi!
not he shown tIn. week, as it must be quite ob"~us ~
some of you by now. The VTN show for Ibis week~ Ene
aapton. Sorry for the errors.
THE INKWELL STAFf
'Editor-in-chief
...
. . . . . • . . . . . . ::
~:h:
Assistant Editor
..
• . . . . .
vid Lobs
Business Manager . .
.
De
Photo Editor .
. . .' Richard Sommers
News Edi tor....
Pat Wstkins
.. ....
earollJixon
Feature Editor ...
. .....
Sports Edito r ....
. . . . . Ronny George
Editorial Editor
. . . . . ChsrlieDennard
Editorial Cartoonist
Jo IlaIIDer
Editor of the Bizarrerie . •
: : : : :: :
wslIsce

Ted

Staff Writers ...
Becky Camp, Bob Tatum, Ray ParsOn,;
John Gillespie, Steve Bass, Don Braffjt, Jsn LunJ'l~
Michelle Kilbourne, Barbara Lang, aair Williams,
Elmore, T. C. Woo
()srleeO
Typists
Alice Janel, Susan pg,.jssnd
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Comment:
On every issue, there are
many poinlS of view. And it
seems that for every logical
opinion. there is an equally
I~cal opinion of the. opposite
view. So it IS WIth marnuana, but
there is one big fallacy in all of
the opinions:
there
aren't
enoughfacts. Before forming an
opinion,you should have some
hard core facts to base your
beliefon. 95% of what is said

Perspective On Marijuana

about marijuana is somebody
eke's subjective judgement. The
opinions that these people voice
are therefore unfounded. They
have no factual basis. I think it
safe to say that anti-marijuana
laws are generally based on these
same
su bjective
value
judgements.
There are two main schools
of thought
on the marijuana
issue. The first group considers

I Haven't Danced At The
White House Either
by Charles Dennard
Recently President Ford has come under sustained criticism for
,., ilJckof leadership ability. Whether or not this is true time will
teO,but we luzve heard from reliable sources that Mr. Ford WQS
drawingup major new plans: Not owning a cassette tape player and
kniJwingthe White House taping system has been replaced, I
disguisedmy self as RonNessienlhe Ptesidenfs new press secretary.
since the President has never seen him I noted the foUowing
conPenDtion in "9' mind.
Youcalled me Mr. President.
Yes,Idid Ron, I want you to talce a look at something.
Oh yes. I noticed you were on those diagrams. No doubt they
have to do with foreign policy. Those x's must represent the
Communistsand the o's must be the Free World.
No Ron, but you're close. These are the secret plans for the Ohio
State-Michigan football game.
You're kidding.
No Ron , I'm not. I've come across information that indicates the
,
Democratsdrew up the plans for Woody Hayes last year. We can t
have that Ron,ifs un-American.
Whatare you going to do about it, sir?
I'm drawing up the plans for' Michigan, myoId alma mater.
But sir. you just said that was un-American.
II is if the Democrats do it. but I'm the President - mom, apple
pie, that sortof thing. If Ido something. it's American.
Itee your logic, sir.
Ofcoul1e, that's why you're my press secretary.
Howare you going abou t this. sir?
....
WellRon, knowing the great importance of a MIchigan victory 10
an electionyear. I'm using all sources available to me.
I.... sir, like the UPI and the AP.
No,Ron, more like the FBI and the CIA.
The FBI and CIA! What can they do?
W.ll,you know the Rockefeller nomination?
Yessir.
Youknow why it's taking so long?
No sir.
just a big cover, 00, I mean secret. The FBI is really running
chect...ps on the Ohio State players.
Whatfor?
On !IIapicion of being enemy agen Is, subversives, and other
nOll·Big
Ten lbings 1iIcethat.
Do you think they will be found guilty, sir?
lfnot, then I can still count on the CIA.
Whatare they going to do?
Check out their psychiatric files, especially on Woody Hayes.
Won't that be a bit sticky, sir?
No.They've had plen ty of practice.
Of COUl1e,I should have known. Who's going to run the country
while you're absorbed in this planning?
, .
A person who practically ran the country while what s-his-face
waswrapped up in you-know-what,
AI Haig, a good choice, sir.
.
MyGod no, man! This man is head and shoulders over him.
Well,who then?
There's only one man for this job: George Allen.
GeorgeAlIen! But, sir, he's only a head coach!
.
What do you mean "only a head coach?" You got something
againstfootball?

It·,

Noooo, sir.
Be' h d
Good. Besides, I didn't want to be President anyway.
mg ea
coach is so much more fun.
I see. I assume, sir. you want to give me directions on what to say
to the press concerning your seclusion.
Yes, Ron, I want you to throw a block for me and remember a_
point for Michigan is a seat in Congress.
Yessir,I'll try to remember that. .. Will that be all? .
.
.
No. tell the equipment company that this .helmet IS a little tight
and I want some more Gatorade ...

grass to be the scourge of the
earth, the ultimate destroyer of
mankind and human culture, the
work of the devil, and other
such bunkum. These people
would consider the marijuana
user to be an anti-cultural,
anti-social,
anti-everything
criminal.
The second group
considers marijuana to be God's
gift to mankind, the only way to
true knowledge, the best thing
about
life, and other such.
hogwash. Members of this group
would
consider
an
anti-marijuana
person
narrowminded, incomplete, and
if I may, red-neck.
It is
significant
to note that the
majority of the first group have.
never tried marijuana, and that
members of the second group
have
generally
had some
experience with grass. The whole
situation
is pathetically
laughable, though. Neither side.
with all of their
seething
self-righteousness, can really be

I

.The

Examiner:

by Charles Dennard
. .And I saw Dr. Ashmore
for the second time this quarter.
I emphasize the number of
times,
because
seeing
Dr.
Ashmore is like snowfall in
Savannah.
. .a rarity.
His
appearances among the student
body are few. formal, and before
a select group. I point this out
because Dr. Ashmore is more
President Ashmore now than
anything eke. In more concise
and accurate
language, the
educator
is now
an
administrator.
There have been many debates
as to whether the president of a
college should be one or both of
the aforementioned. From this
student's standpoint, it should
reflect the need of the college at
any
particular
time.
The
qualities of an administrator are
desperately needed during this
time of tight money
and
rampant inflation. Yet, at the
same time, the qualities of
leadership
in directing
an
educational
institution
is of
prime importance. This was a
major issue during the student
'demonstrations
of the 60's.
(That being the administration
should not isolate itself from the
rest of the campus.) The campus
is one institution with the same
goals, but varying objectives.
I am not writing this in the
same supracritical light, but in
view
of
the
radical
transformation that will take
place between ASC and SSC.
some type of firm leadership
needs to be exerted. Admittedly.
leadership means differen t things
to different people, but before it
was not essential that it be
displayed in a quantitative way.
What we are faced within the
next two years is a dramatic
change.
not one in t~e
educational
process, but m

by Carl Elmore

our society.
Why is marijuana deemed to
be a criminal substance? There
are a million and one answers to
this question, and I'll try to
touch briefly on some of the
main opinions. First" it is said
that grass reduces awareness, and
is therefore dangerous. Granted,
in certain circumstances such as
driving. this could be dangerous,
But at· other times, such as
menial jobs or parties, this high
degree of awareness is not
needed.
The looseness that
oftentimes
accompanies this
awareness void can actually be
helpful
if handled properly.
Second. it is said that not all
people can handle marijuana.
Very true, but not all people can
handle checking
accounts.
crowded
places) or busy
highways.
Are these things
condemned because they don't
suit all people? People go
through
life learning
their
capabilities and downfalls. So it
should be with marijuana. Third,
I hear that marijuana destroys
ambition. To the inexperienced
user, this can be dangerously
true, but to the experienced
user, there is no correlation
student psychology, whether we
would 1iIce to admit it or not. I between amount of ambition
and amount of marijuana used.
believe that Dr. Ashmore as an
In this world. there seems to be
educator
will be faced with a
a time and place for everything.
tremendous task and he needs to
The same goes for grass. It is a
personally convey this to the
very individualistic thing. For
students and faculty. The time
those who can use grass to their
for casual contact is over. A
advan tage, more power to you.
more dynamic and responsive
For those who flnd themselves
form of leadership needs to be
being. used by grass, be careful.
displayed. Self initiative should
Getting high is fun, but being
be employed in seeking student
high for a lifetime is just wasting
and faculty opinions and ideas.
yourself.
The student body should be
I think it is noteworthy to
more aware of Dr. Ashmore and
point out that everything in the
he .should be more aware of the
previous paragraph is from my
student body.
opinion. I, also, am guilty of not
The ways and means which
knowing the facts. On this point,
Dr. Ashmore chooses to lead, I
I find myself compelled to make
leave to his own discretion. Dr.
some recommendations. I .was
Ashmore, in my opinion, is an
amazed to flnd that my thoughts
outstanding administrator
and
are basically the same as th060
educator, but sometimes figures, published ;:- the President's Task
trips to Atlanta,
business
Force Report on Narcotics IIUI
meetings,
and television
Drul Abuse. Published in 1967.
programs are given more time
Get that?! I 967!",,see ... 4
than they deserve.
right on ... issue where there are
no objective facts. They are,
proverbially,
pissing into the
wind. This. then, is the setting
for one of the most dangerious
and possibly
far-ranging
paradoxes of our time.
According to the laws of our
society, anybody who possesses
marijuana is a criminal. Cut and
dried, no two ways about it! I
will venture the conservative
estimate that 60% of America's
young people use marijuana.
What we have here, then, is a
situation
where 60% of the
future controlling generation is
being called criminal. And how
much value do you think these
"criminals" put on a society that
deems them ou tlaws? Practically
none. And after the pardon of
PresNix, this 60% is generally
ready to reject the system
altogether.
The ~igid
enforcement. of such subjective
justice
threatens to drive a
deadly wedge into the heart of

I
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WakeUp:
by Tom Pud<ett

Well I was going to point out
aDof the mistakes we've had this
month but I decided that you
didn't really care anyway. It's
rather
curious: who are we
writing these stories for? Who
are we shooting these photos
for? Is there anybody out there?
I'll anticipate some of your
questions.
Why ·is there an
InkweD? Good question. Ok,
here are some answers: I). We
feel we have precedent in the
first act of communication of
man. Since man walked out of
the cave he has tried to
communicate with his fellow
beings. Admittedly,· he's failed
. quite often, but he's never given
up and gone back into the cave.
We are trying to communicate
with you and we hope you will
reciprocate. 2). All four year
colleges are required to have a
newspaper. Emmis, Now it is
quite
possible
for that
"newspaper' to be nothing more
than the front and back of a
sheet of notebook
paper.
Perhaps a lot of you would
rather see the Inkwell in that
form. I'm glad you are, for the
most part, immature cavemen,
after all, though you critize us in
between classes, you haven't"
even got the spunk to write us a
letter. You don't exist. 3). The
InkweD is an Art Form. We work
hard in putting this creation
together every week. We are its'

most critical readers. We know
when things go wrong, and we
spot a lot more of the mistakes
than you care to note. I should
note that the 'we' in this care.
includes
a lot of students,
faculty, and administrators who
believe in the Inkwell. Yes,
Virginia, some people actuaDy
believein the Inkwell.
"Why are you writing for the

InkweD?""Thafs easy. Because we
need the practice in some cases,
in others because we need the
experience .and rln both cases
because we believe in the paper
as something literary.
By now I'm quite sure I've
got a lot of you thinking. Good.
Those of you who are so smug
and secure in your little offices
in those little cheese boxes and
pass judgement on the world as
it passes through your roll books
shall not be forgotten. Aren't
you glad. I suppose it would be
quite beneath your dignity to
put your opinions of us in black
and white. Of course we realize
that you will no doubt pass the
most severe of sentences
to
us. We would rather have the
attention than feel that we are
writing
to a bunch
of
incommunicato bananas. Speak
Banana. Your paper waits.
Ok, by now I sound bitter.
Perhaps it is because you put me
into situations that I plainly
dlsIike. You tell me what to say
to an editor who comes to me
and says "But they don't care!
Why should I bust my ass for a

on

From

bunch of idiots!
week to
week I never find out what
anyone thlnks or even if they do
tbJnk at aD.Theydothink,don't
they?"

Don't tell me that this paper
doesn't rate. You don't know
whether. it does or not. The
truth is, this paper is better than
you deserve. We put out a
product that can stack up to any
other campus paper in Georgia.
In fact, in some areas we are
better than a lot of daily papers.
Its become so vogue for some of
you to put the Inkwell down You Don't Even Read It! To
those of you who fall into this
catagory, I could really care less
what you think. I would hope
that you would read something
before you form an opinion of
it. Many of you whine that you
read the paper last year and it
couldn't
have changed that
much. Go stuff your head in a
trash can. There is only one
person that carried over from
last year's staff. I know the
editor last year, and before I
started this job he told me I
would
"give up" by winter
quarter. He went through the
hassel of losing staff members
because of poor readership. He
. knows what it is like to have to
put up with trying to get enough
copy to fill six Pa8es: We wm
not aDow a bunch of misplaced
high
school
seniors
to
demoralize this year's staff.
If I have insulted a lot of you,
good, at least you're thinking
now. Wake up, or stay asleep for
the rest of your life. No one will
notice.

Letters To The Editor
To The Editor:
In response to Mr. Wallace's
perplexing
problem (Inkwell,
Oct. 9) ", . .but what is the
correct road to salvation?" the
Bible simply ststes: "believe on
the lord Jesus Christ and thou
shaD be saved and thou house"
(Acts
16,31). Some find it
difficult to put their faith in
God or in the Bible. But if you
are really seeking spiritual truth,
you will find it. Whenever
a n y.o n e questions
the
authenticity of the Bible, I am
reminded of what Billy Graham
said in the movie TIme to Run
Jesus Christ was either the
greatest lunatic of all times, or he
was who he said he was, Le, the
Son of God. If he was who he
said he was then getting to know
him is the most important
experience that could take place
in anyone's life. The Bible is
either true or it isn't; it's either
truth or it's a big lie. If you read
the
Bible from a purely
inteDectuai standpoint, you'll
see many discrepancies and
COI\tracHctions.But, if you read
it with an open mind, _king
truth, you shall find it. If you're
leuy of Christianity you may

Dear Dick,
Ip your opening, and only
paragraph
you state, "Some
find it difficult to put their faith
in God or in the Bible. But if
you are really seeking spiritual
truth, you will fwd it." Now, if
this is su ppose d to be a
pro·Christianity letter, you got
off to a rotten start. Not only
did you make the statement that
the Bible was hard to believe in,
but you
also
(I think)
contradicted the entire content
of the remaining letter.
Also an item of interest to me
was the foDowing: "If you read
the Bible from an intellectual
standpoint, you'll fmd many
discrepancies and contradictions.
But if you read it with an open
mind, seeking truth, you shall
fmd it." Now what I want to
know is just this, are you
disputing the flaws in the Bible
or are you seeking truth? Thank
you.
T.K. Wallace

care to look at it this way: if
then Christians
are fools for a lifetime. If the

To The Editor:
Basing my judgement solely
upon a letter to the editor in the

Christ was a Dar

converse
is true
then
non-Christians
are fools for
eternity.

Dick Yates

most recent issue of'Ibe Inkwell
I have concluded: what selfISh
little beasts Armstrong students
must be!
A s a not-yet
decrepit,
middle-aged, graduate student I
have, on many occasions, parked
in the parking lot by the
gymnasium
and miraculously .. --------------------~.,
managed to walk all the way to To The Editor:
the Administration Building and
A question for T. K. Wallace's
classes in both Science Hall and "Questions,
Comments, and
·Victor Hall wit\l virtually no Snide Remarks".
damage to my person and in less
If a student wishes to major
than flve minutes!
in music on an instrument not
To be sure, I attended coDege offered at Armstrong; if the
originally.
during
the
afore said student is promised
gasohne-rationed days of World lessons on the instrument and a
War II when no one had a car on full scholarship if only he or she
campus.
(Our campus
was remains at Armstrong, why are
considerably larger than that of both promises broken when the
Armstrong, by the way.)
student is persuaded to remain
In those ancient days: (I)
at Armstrong?
Those appendages known as feet
had not begun to atrophy. due to
Reply to above letter.
lack of use. (2) We learned in a
In view of the fact that the
sophomore class in psychology
only
full
scholarship
to
that, usually after age two, the Armstrong State for a music
child outgrows the feeling that
student at present is one offered
he is the center of the universe.
by the Kiwanis Club generally
(3) It would never have occurred
given to an entering freshman, I
to us to begrudge our poor old cannot understand how any
profesaors (or even the young
commitment for such an award
ones, for that matter) a parking
could have been made to a
place, yet alresdy!
student already enroDed. If there
There! I've had my say.
was a misunderstanding in such a
Sincerely, .
matter I, would be happy to
Ms. Gladys Cordray Robbins
discuss it with the student in

hope that a sourceofheJpcou1l
be found for a student in "'"
of financial assistance.
As for the secondItem,
think of two instsnces ~-:'
in which we took alpplO(lli~
steps to have part.b. ~
music instructoR appointed"
the
staff
for specialize
instruction
but were 1lnsUl.
frustrated by events beyoodOUJ
con troL I would point au
however, that at less! in
other options for satisfying~
applied music requirelllOlltlin
the programs were avsUable t
the student.
. Naturally
w.....
keeJI1l
interested in providing~
professional instruction ..... for our music students but il
certain instances it is difficUlt to
fmd higbly qualified instruclOll
on a part-time basis local1Y,
IIId
with the number of positiolJUIJ
the staff at present this csun?t
be managed on a full·time bISiL

L':

one,C::

Dr. Pense
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Dick Green Programs Jazz For Savannah

J

j

J

]

1

(Staff Photo)

by MichoIIe K"'oenw
The music was born durin.
the 1800's, bad its beight

in the

'20'. md now in Savannah ill
rebirth is made possible by diIc
jockey . Dick Green. Green is
liIcing WSOK listenen
by the,
ean md ptly saying, '1ozz".
In 1972, as a student of
North Carolina
Community
ColleII'and a diIc jockey for one
of the state', local radio atatlons,
Green was asked to write an
imcie about a station. After
flipping through a broadcasting
magazine he decided
to uoe
WSOK IS a model.
He
interviewed
them
and his
inteJOStgrow as well as WSOK',
interest in Green. lbe followin.
summer he was
hired
to
intemship and then returned Ibis
year a, their newest and moat

promising disc jockey. His 12:00
to 5:00 A.M. spot on
Sunday mominlll is Savannah',
"Jazz Ap."
Originally WSOK did not play
for the white teen ... r but with
the new ownerahlp in 1971 the
progranuning grow more diverse.
"We play all kinds of music.
We've
gone
away
from
projecting
to just the black
community. Here, we're a radio
and whrln you're a radio you've
got to serve evotyoDO. If you
direct your music toward one

A.M.

ethnic group then you're not
serving
the community.
We
don't say we're going to play
straight IOU1 music md that's
it."
WSOK
does have the
community
in mind with the
amy of music they play. The
mominlll are IlChedulod for a

two hour gospel show and the

early

afternoons

are

programmed for the top forty,
easy listening, soul music, and
jazz.
At three
o'clock
the
afternoon show is continued but
with "a little harder sell because
thla is the limo when the kids are
out of school." According to the
ARV service polls, WSOK is the
second top sound in Savannah.
The
polls were only taken,
though, with 32% of the black
community vote.
Due to the pressure involved
in sales, record companies have
been
rumored to be paying
major radio diac jockeys. Such
payment has often been in the
form of actual cash, drugs, and
in some rare cases, prostitutes.
Commenting, Green said, UWhy
should we deny you a good

radio

program just

for the

dollar? There's always someone
taking
tho buck somewhere,
sometime. We don't, not here. I
don't know what they're doing
elsewhere but we don't. I think
it's pretty well licked anyway
because a jockey will think two
or three times before he would
put his license in jeporady. If

he's caught, he's through. It's
not worth it:'

The incorporation of jazz
into the daytime program and
Green's show are Savannah's
introduction to jazz. "I think
they're

in a learning stage in this

area. That's not to say that
people

don't know what jazz is

but when you say jazz, well,
they'll close their ears. Then you
have to try and educate them.
We're trying to get everyone
interested in jazz. It's in the
young head already. My send is
to get this open to the people
here slowly but surely and fuse
the
today
sound
with the
yesterday sound. They can relate
to the today sound and see
where it came from and how it
came to be. The youth are
playing
rock and roll. They
don't understand the essence of

America's fine art arjm.":"
These ftne arts include

variety

of

musicians

a

from

yesteryears.
Louis "Satchmo"
Armstron&
Count Basic, and
Gerry Mulligan are only a few of
the old favorites. Green's own
favorites
include jazz singer
Bessie Smith, and sax player
Charlie "Bird" Parker. Today
Duke Ellington, Gary Burton,
Freddie Hubbard,
and Benny
Carter
are among the most
popular. Green plays cuts from
both eras. "What I usually do is
play more of todays sound than
last years'. Sometimes I dig back
in tho library, though. You can
play some of the musicians that
are blowing today and then play
some of the things from back
then and see the difference in

the sound. It's also that the
older jazz musicians of today are
gelling into the today sound and
still holding the jazz formal.
That's where it's at for me."
So, what is jazz? By known
defmition it is the improvised
strict tempo of four beats to a
bar.
It is the
home
of
saxophones,
,trumpets,
string
basses, comets, and percussian
instruments. "Jazz is," according
to alto-sax player Green, "free
music. It's being able to feel free
about the music you're putting
together.
It's not inhibitions
whatsoever. You're out there
doing what you want and what
you feel is good music." As
Louis Armstrong once said, "If
you have to ask what is it (jazz),
you'll never know."
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DOONESBURY

by

GarrY Trudea"

Dear Rocky,
The basketball team at Armstrong is really
great. I think the Pirates are one of the top
teams in the nation. What·) want to know is
when is the coUel!" going to improve to the
same zenith as our basketball team?
Lu AI" Cinder
U

Dear Lu,
I was recently talking to President Ashmore
and he assures me that within three years we
will have an academic program that our
basketball team can be proud of.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
A girl I know has a bothersome habit. She is
always putting off until tomorrow what she
could do today. Now her boyfriend is dropping
her, and everyone calls her by her nickriarne
"Tomorrow." What's her problem?
Snake
Dear Snake,
Tomorrow never comes.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
Being a continual observer of human nature,
I have noticed that usually someone tries to
make a buck on every fad. Now that there are
exorcists. for hire, what happens if the bilked
client fails to pay up?
Lucy Fern
Dear JUicy,
He gets repo ssessed.
Rocky

PIIIST
FEDEIIAL
SAVINGS
Ai a.... n &. Ma ......

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your ue-to-daee,
176·page. mail order catalog
.of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to COverpostage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

@
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the manner in which you died.

Verse Of The Month
Ver.. of the
month is .tolen from two of the
most talented musician. In the
business today. The ver .. credit
bas to go to Bernie Taupln, but
if it hadn't been for the disitaI
magic performed by Elton-John,
Imight never have heard it. The
song is entitled TICklDg, and it

This Months

reads as follows:
•An extremely

quite child"

they called you in your school
report
uHe's always taking interest
In the subjects that he'. laUghL"
So what is it that brought the

squad cars screaming up your
drive?
So what is it that brought the
squad cars screaming up your
drive?
To inform your parents of

---

-,

At St. Patricks every Sunday,
Father Fletcher heard your sins.
"He's unconcerned with.
competition, he never cares to
win."

But blood stained a young
hand that never held a gun,

His parents never thought of
him as their troubled son.
"You'll
never get

to

heaven," Mama said
Remember Mama said
Ticking, Ticking
"grow up straight
blue,
run along to bed."
Hear it, Hear it
Ticking, Ticking

and true

~
They had you hold up in a
downtown bar, screaming for a
priest
Some Gook said, "His brain
just snapped," then someone
called the Police.
You knifed a Negro waiter
who had tried to calm you down
You pulled a gun and told
them all to lay still on the

VTN
THIS WEEK
Eric Clapton and Cream

I
Dearest T.K.,
I know this is hardly an
answer to the meaning you were
searching for in your first article
requesting
some
spiritual
guidance. However, I am making
this offering
because
some
miserable
creature
may be
looking for a place to begin; and
if this could tum someone into
the direction of in temaJ affairs,
then it will serve a purpose .
Secondly, if this should strike
a few more poetic persons as
deiiefiiliielyDisslng, then perhaps

IN HI.TaRII:

they will
to submit
I know
students
beyond
implies.

feel confident enough

something- anythingthere must be some
feeling
at depths
what
their silence

In the Struggle for
Communication
Iam with you

M.
P.S. This lesson in meditation
will cost you nothing.
Close your eyes and focus ...

f..AVAnnAH

.......

DPEN

.......

CL.DSE

Tie elCHAlle
::201E. ~ER5I~

on the centre of your soul
is there a calm?
or are there restless breakers
beyond control?
Are you anxious to leave
-craving . deversion
craving
escape?
stay- •.
as the tides surrender to the
moon
so too will you inivetably [sic]
return ...
quiet the easiness
inside
now and forever.
find the reasons weed out what
is wrong
grow with what you know is
good
Imagine if each one of us was
dedicated
to being at peace within
the peace that exudes from all
would fill the world
To me this must be the first step
~ an any 'stairway to heaven'
as for guidance
I can't take you further, because
the way that's lighted for me
could not be identical for you
one is waiting thou
Keep feeling until you-find it.

Ballot

Ticking, Ticking
"Pay our penance well my

child"
"Fear where Angels tread"
Hear it, Hear it
Ticking, Ticking
Within an hour the news had
reached the Media Machines
"A male caucasian with a gun
has gone berserk in Queens"
The area had been sealed off,
the kids sent home from school
Fourteen people lying dead In
a bar they called the Kicking
Mule.
Pleading to your sanity for
the sake of those inside
"Throw out your gun, Walk
out slow. just keep your hands
held high"
They pumped you full of rifle
shells as -you stepped out the
door
You danced in death like a
marionette on the vengence of
the law

ground

Promising to hurt no one
providing they were still
A young man tried to make a
break who with tear filled eyes
you killed, you killed.
That gun butt felt so smooth
and warm .cradled , in your palm
Your childhood cried out in
your head "They mean you no.
Harm."

VTN

"Don"t
ever ride on the
devil's knee" Mama said
Remember Mama said

"You've
selpt too long in
silence.' Mama said
Remember Mama said
Ticking, Ticking
"Crazy boy you'll only wind
up with strange notions in your
Head"
Hear it, Hear it
Ticking, Ticking
Now that you have the verse
in front of you or inside of you,
lay in the dark of a strange
surrounding
some time and
listen for it •. ticking.
But
seriously folks, try to afford
yourselves the opportunity to
hear this with the music, I
guarantee it's a piece you won't
easily forget.

For those of you who filled
the first VTN ballot and
returned ti to the ballot box in
the VTN showing room, I print
this supplimentary "ballot. For
those of you who did not fill out
the first ballot, I present these
ballots to you as a voice in what
is coming on this Winter on the
out

VTN.
Fill out this ballot and return
it in the same manner as the

previous. Take care to only
check three,
The Gladiators
Jimi Hendrix Plays Berkley
Breathing Together
Between Time and Timbuk tu,
. Kurt Vonnegut
Groupies
High on the Range
Brand X, pot flick
Ms. Chisholm,
Pursuing the

Dream
Sex Madness
The New York Erotic
Festival
The Repeater, prison flick
Indian Holy Men
Right On
The Virgin President
The Earl Scruggs Review
The Cocaine Fiends
The Firesign Theatre
The New York Women's
Festival

Film

Film

Well, there they are again
folks, remember -you pick'em
and you win, (but check only
three} fill out these and outhers
coming your way.
T. K. Wallace
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CUJOmen911CP~o6tQe
When Rita Savage declared
that her husband was not very
popular with the politicians,
implying of course, that John
Savage was not a politician, I
was less than impressed. After
all,
not many political
candidates
ptofess.to
be
politicians.
However, her
optimism could have swayed
Ebenezer
Scrooge, Notice, I
didn't say aything ' about her

dedicated most of her career ro
the Savage campaign.
"
John ran ,!or the house four
years. a.go.
Most of the
campa1gn.m~ was~ done. at,home,
she'St3!ed,smc_e __.we di~t have
a lot of money to spend . While
being a~ avid campaigner,Ms.
Savage has also been active in
the League of Legal Women
Vote IS, the Mental Health
Association of Georgia, and an

being charmingly demure like
Pat Nixon or an elegant society

0 r g ani z a t ion
c a II e d
"Continuum",
This body, Ms.

gem like Jackie Kennedy.
Frankly Ms. Savage did not

Savage explained, "began as a
sort of task force on' better
infantbirth,' butlaterexpanded
to become a "Council on Human
Development,"
dedicated to
providing a better life for

unwavering tone of honesty and

impress

me

as

being

the

stereotyped political wife that is
"all-smiles" first or second lady.
On the contrary, she knew the
Republican party's position, she
knew

the opposition,

and she

everyone.
Perhaps the most interesting

knew the assets of her husband's

aspect of Savage's platform is his

platform
beyond
the
"'he-is-the-best-man" argument.

contention
governor's

Ms.

Savage,

a native

that the lieutenant
office should be

abolished. Ms. Savage argued
that the lieutenant governor's

Savannahian, went to school in
Alaska,
California,
and
graduated in Japan, at which
time she enrolled in nursing

only constitutional
duty is to
Eteside over the senate and ~at
. to pay a quarter of a million

school
at the University of
AJabama. After that, she served
in the Air Force Nursing Corp,
whe re she specialized
in

dollars a year to someone who
works only forty days one year
and forty-five days the next with
a staff of thirteen people is

psychiatric

ludicruous,"

and

pediatric

nursing. Although she still works
in her husband's office, she has

I

~

Ms. Savall" mentioned that
her husband had proposed the

PREVIEW

1

adaptation
will be
Armstrong
Tuesday,

the Broadway
by Robinson Jeffers,
presented
by the
Masquers, beginning
November 12th and

this academic year.) Medea's
nurse, who tries desperately to
save her mistress from herself, is
played by Peg Wagner and the
three women of Corinth, Jeffers'

running

through

version of a Greek chorus are

Medea,

Saturday,

November 16th. This pulsing,
powerful drama is built around
played by newly discovered and
talented
sophomore,
Karen
Boles. She has been deserted by
her power-seeking
husband,
Jason, played by Little Theatre
veteran Joe Jones III, who has
married the king's daughter.

played by Claudette Warlick,
Carol Dixon, and Vickie Martin.
The tutor for Jason and Medea'schildren is done by Neill Babbs.
Jason's slave is played by Britt
Hollingsworth and the guards are
played by Tom Maddox and
John Martin. The attendants to
Medea are played by Susan
Mat the w san
d Car 01

the

explosive, emotional Medea,

Medea is known as a dangerous

Hollingsworth.

sorcerer and Creon, played by
the Masquers' Mark Newkirk,
has exiled her
and her
children out of fear for what she
might do.• Medea talks Creon
into half a days grace, and exacts

The Box Office opens
October 28th. Students are
privileged to attend free of
charge, having paid a student
activity fee. Set aside an evening
for the Masquers.
A good

her terrible revenge on Jason.
She leaves
him leaderless,

audience
can
influence
a
performance immensely in the

wifeless, and childleSS,fleeing
to Aegeus, king of Athens,
played I by our new drama

intimacy of a small theatre.
-Joe Jones III
P.S. Many thanks
to the

instructor,

Masquers costume

Joseph Mydell

(One

of Mr. MydeU's own plays The
Making of a Modem Poet will be
performed at Armstrong dUring

elimination of the lieutenant
governor's
office
in 1971
although that legislation did not
pass. Oddly enough, while the
64% of the people voted against
having a lieutenant governor in
1936,
those same people
approved

the

constitution

new

state

in 1945,

which

contained the same proposal.

When asked where most of
her husband's support came
from, Ms. Savage remarked that
although
the "older people"
seem
to stand out
as his
supporters,

he

gets

a

firm

backing
from every
group
mainly because "what he says to
one

group is what he says to

every other group." She added
that her husband's immediate
concem, if elected, would be
directed

at senate reform.

She

said that the old rule of
rewarding friends and punishing
enemies

.must

be

changed.

Specifically, she indicated that
according

to

the

Savage

platform, bills would be called in
the order they appeared on the
calendar, that is, "if you voted
for John Savage and your bill is
no. 40, it would be called no.
40, and if you didn't vote for
John Savall' and your bill is no.
2, it would be called no. 2."
Of

course,

Ms.

Savage

admitted that there had been no
fireworks
in her hus_b~d's
campaign. After all, the Mary
Hitt-Zell Miller rall' had been
the only contest all through the
primaries. Then too, Savage's
district

is "very democratic" ,

evidenced somewhat by the fact

that only 67 people voted in the
Republican primary, Ms. Savage
even remarked that she would
have run for public office (she
was speaking in terms of the
Georgia house) "if no one else
had been interested
in the
district." Of course I'm sure Ms.
Savage would have been just as
qualified to run whether anyone
else had been interested or not,

(iliff llIIotol

In any case, wblIe oneis inclined
to believe that John Savage
really will restore confidenoe in
the political acene,I am inclined
to believe that Rita SavageIs an
avid reformist in bet own right
for abe has certainly risenabove
the stature of the sa<:alled
"candidate's wife."

-C.ID

Tti~ ~ ~W JAZZ Af3(
I§ ti~~~!

designer, Jo

Broussard Stoffel, and the stage
manager, libby Roberts.
-Ed

RecordBar is olfering great sayings on selected jazz,
soul and blue" albums and tapes on sale nowthrougb
Noyember14. This sale includes such great Blue Note
artists as; DonaldByrd, Herbie Hancock,DukePearson,
Lou Donaldsonand many more!!!

Bar

Oglethorpe Mall
10-9:30 mon.-sat.
SAVANNAH

BANK

a TRUST

COMPANY

I

r
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Here.'s A Dime, • •

1

some fJY walkedup to me the other day and said,

J

When asked
if you go t' church, always answer
yes, never look at your shoes. When
uked what you think of Gene Au try
,.Jingingof hard rains gonna falls say
nobody can sing it as good as
Peter, Paul and Mary. At the mention
of the president's name, eat a pint of
yougurt an' go 'I sleep early... when
asked if you're a communist, sing
America the Beautiful in an
Italian accent, beat up the nearest
street cleaner. If by any
chance you're caught naked in a
parked car, quick tum the radio on
fuU blast an' pretend
you're drfving, Never leave

1
J

j

j
1

j

I

I

\

the house without a jar of peanut
butter. Do not wear

matched socks. When asked to do 100
pushups always smoke a pound
of deodorant beforeband.
When asked if you're a capitalist, rip
open your shirt, singbuddy can
you spare a dime with your
foot forward an' proceed t'
chew up a dollar bill.
Do not sign any dotted line. Do
not faD in trap of criticizing people
who do nothing elsebut crilize.
Do not create anything, it will be
misinterpreted. It willnot change,
It will follow you the
rest of your Ufe. Whenasked what
you do for a living say you laught for
a living. Be suspicious of people
who say that if you are not nice
t' them. they will commit suciide.
When asked if you care about.
the world's problems, look deeply
into the eyes of he that asks
you, he Will not ask you again. When
asked if you've spent in jail,
announce proudly that some of your
best frienda've asked you that.
Beware of bathrooms walls that've not
been written on. When told T' look at
yourself ... never look. When asked
t' give your real name ... never give it.
I saidit sounded like Bob Dylan, he said it was written by a guy
namedZimmerman. I wonder if Bob knows,

Mr. L. Hankim

Next Week Amorouslnterviewwith "The Committee"

THE WHOLE COUNTRY

IS CHEERINGI
"HOORAY FOR CAPTAIN SPAULDINGI"
,/
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Announcements

Ind everYone

else on hand:'
-,JUDlrH CII'ST,
NEW

all
Freshmen and transfer students
who participated in anyone of
the five CHAOS (freshmen
orientation 74) group sessions
withPhilCook.
By now you should be settled
An announcement

to

, What

about

Friday,

into a routine of study and November I, in the Faculty
leisurethat will be characteristic
Lou nge (Lobby of Memorial
of the' next four years of your College Center) at 12:301

SAUAnnAI-1
The Luxur

SigmaNu Fraternity is having
a candydrive for the children in
local

hospitals

Halloween weekend.

over

the

Collection

boxes have been placed

around

campus for contributions. Sigma
U request that candies be of
he nonperishable type, either
baggedor wrapped. Boxes will
o be available in Oglethorpe
all. We appreciate

onsideration.

your

r01l1(

college life.
I would like to suggest that
members of our CHAOS group
meet for a post orientation
"Growth Group" session.
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by Ronny George
In the first issue of the paper

.tb¥ fall, I wrote an article on the
rather
dormant proposal of
intercollegiate
athletics for
women
here at A.S.C. The
article seemed to me to have legitimate reasoning behind it; in
fact, 1 think it was better than
some of the reasoning that
caused me to write it in the first
place. The article may have been
a few weeks ahead of its time,
however, at this point I think
that the timing is better for the
subject
which I intend to
discuss.
I believe that very few
students are aware of the fact
that Armstrong may be joining
the ranks of the "ENUGHTENMENT" and forma women's
program. To the vast majority of
you "students" this may not
have terrific impact on the
surface but, then, most of you
don't know that this program
may be funded with your
money.
Those students who
have attended this college for
any length of time should be
aware of the fact that they pay a
moderate' Athletic Fee. Unless
funds come raining from the sky,
it is an extremely good chance
that the Athletic Fee will go up
slightly, causing the usually
uninterested student body to
rise up from the dregs of the
Student Center and bitch that

TEACHERS .. ~ Are

Summit CatlIt Women ~Sport

no bo dy tells them anything.
Well, I AM TELUNG YOU!
This issue may not concern you
direcdy but you are involved
-and if it concerns your money
well, then take the time and fmd
out what's going on. I like the
idea of women's sports because it
would be desirable not only for
the college,
but for the
community
well.
Th~ concept has been a long
time coming and has followed a
rather long and hard road. At this
time the establishment at A.S.C.
is fmally beginning to move on
this subject. Bill Alexander,
Athletic Director, has almost
finished a proposal
for a
program
for
a 'women's
intercollegiate program at A.S.C.
The proposals will be released
soon and of those I have seen,
they seem very fair considering
the conditions that exist now.
The programs will give the
student a fair chance. Now, I ask
that the students give these
programs a fair chance by going
out and finding out all they can
about them. There are meetings
going on nex t week that will
inform the students of what is
happening to this proposal. I will
post any news along this subject
in the Inkwell. If anyone has any
opinions on this matter I invite
your COmments. Please send all
comments to Sports, Inkwell,
Box 52, Armstrong
State
.College.

as

you -

,,-

fC1~ Penquinj

The Cross Country team will
host the A.S.C. Invitational next
Saturday, Nov. 2, at Armstrong.
Six teen teams are going to
participate and Coach Bianchi is
requesting
some students to
assist as course marshalls, since
the usual staff is going to be
somewhat overworked.

••••••••
Congratulations to the new
1974-75
A.S.C. cheerleaders
who consist of: Lorenzo Butler,
John Fishbeck, Lynn Smith,
Barbara
Becker, Elizabeth
Green. Returning from last year
are: Hilary Buzas, Sue McCoy,
Susan Purvis, Susie Tinker.
limbo Mallory, Paul Leonard,
Chris Seale, Neil Babbs.

putting tox-free dollars into
a retirement fund?

••••••••

It's a good idea.
Let me tell you about it.

Special Notice

r:nel K~J'()n S;.L.U.

There will be 8IIot __

SUite 500 - Trust COmpany 81nk Building
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of in teres led .students
women's iBtereoIleaiate sports in
the gym at 12:38 on nunday,
October 31. ThIs is the secoad
meeting of this sort and it would
lie a lot better if more studeals
showe4 up this time.

by Diana Fischer
Last Thursday, nine young
women met with Coach Bill
Alexander
to discuss the
possibility
of women's
intercollegiate
athletics
at
Armstrong.
Coach Alexander
presented his audience with a
proposal .that will create four
women's sport teams (volleyball,
basketball, golf, and tennis) at
this college by September, 1975.
Although Coach Alexander is
sympathetic
to the idea of
women's sports at Armstrong, he
emphasizes the fact that the
fledgling program will probably
have many problems, not the
least of which is fmding the
money to finance it. In order to
make the program work, one
full- time coach and two graduate
assistants will have to be hired.
Facilities will be a problem since
the gym already
has to
accommodate
classes, the
volleyball and basketball teams,
intra-murals,
and community
services.Priorities will have to be
set with regard to scheduling the
use of the bym. "We have the
facilities for tennis," says Coach
. Alexander, "but we use local
courses for our golfers, and we
may have to start paying green
fees." Since the women's teams
would be traveling to other
colleges, transportation will have
to be tripled. "Local (auto)
dealers
p r o vide us with
transportation now," he says,
"but with the state of the
economy, they may not be able .
to help us any more than they
already are."
Also, starting
women's intercollegiate sports at
ASC "will force us into a
recruiting
and scholarship
position. That's the only way we
can justify the expenditures in
women's athletics."
Bill Alexander feels that a
.three dollar increase in the
student
athletic fee, at the
present ASC enrollment, will
provide the necesaary thir1¥

thousand dollars to initiate a
four-sport
women's
intercollegiate
program. "The
program will be just like the
men's. The participating women
will be expected to give up three
hours each school day, plus
Saturdays
and Sundays, to
practice. As for scheduling, we
will be playing only in the South
Adantic Conference. Schedule,
with ten meets in the fust year.
This will mean good competition
and a minimum of trayel."
Women's
intercollegiate
athletics may well be on its way
to ASC, but not unless there is
more student interest. Says Bill
Alexander: "It seems ridiculous
to me to start any teams unless
we have the ladies. Right now
we are getting no feedback from
the students." Coach Alexander
has scheduled another meeting
dealing with women's sports for
Thursday,
October 31st, at
twelve-thirty in the gym. He
hopea
that any interested
students will attend.
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'n'romura's ------.
Results:

Water Polo Stsndin.:
Waaps

1·0

Wasps

23

PKT
Pike

1-0

PKT

9

1-0
()'2

Pike

9

Sigma Nu
Pi Kappa Phi

2

SigmaNu
Pi Kappa Pi
SigmaNu

8

7

().I

BOWUNG

Hot Pants won the womens league championship. Tournament
for mens begins Wed., Oct. 30th.
Fmal StandinJII Women:
Results:
Hot Pants
11-1 Hot Pants 4
Alpha Gam
Alpha Gam
8-4 Phi Mu
4
Dental Hy.
Phi Mu
5-7
Dental Hy_
().12
Standinlll' Mens Bowling:
12·0
Pike 1
1().2
BSU
7-5
Pike II

Sigma Nu
PKT
Pi Kappa Phi

All Stars
PKT
Clips

Basketball
33 41
32

0
0

4-8
3-9
().12·

Pre-Season Results:
Bears
31
Pi Kappa Phi
21
All Stars II
31

Sundays Flag Football Results:
20
38
28
8
12

Wasps
BUS
PIke
Jets

Beavers
Hot Pants
PbiMu

MENS
Old Pros
SigmaNu
Alpha Pi
Suns
PKT

WOMEN
Dental Hy.
25
Alpha Gamma
27
Delta

7

6
0

8
6
0

6
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SAVAGE!
for LT. GOVERNOR
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by Ronny George
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DOWNTOWN

We have received our complete

FaR line of Oothing,FuntiWngs
and Shoes: h is an
exciting and inteh:sting grouping. We would like you to

drop inand take a look - at your convenience. Feel
free to use yourOIARGE

CARDS.
IJT.HAJ

ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton

.,.~11m ''':I)TIJ .•.

11509 ABERCORN EXT.

Phone 236-0209

PHONE

next to Esquire
925-2288

Lounge

